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ABSTRACT

This chapter has given focus on data mining applications and their utilizations in formulating performance measuring tools for social development initiatives upholding ethical issues. In this context, this chapter has provided justifications to include data mining algorithm to establish monitoring and evaluation tools for various social development applications. Specifically, this chapter gave in-depth analytical observations to establish knowledge centers (has been found successful in many regions as a catalyst of socio-economic growth) with various approaches and finally it put forward a few research issues and challenges to transform the contemporary human society into a knowledge society.

INTRODUCTION

All information related to a successful organization is truly its asset. Information on any entity, such as client lists, supplier lists, product details, process details, employee information, or corporate strategy, is invaluable. Without appropriate feeding of information, a business cannot operate properly (Utimaco, 2005). This is potentially true for any sort of ventures that may vary from providing services to the scientific community or academics or civil society or individuals. However, to take an intelligent decision, the information needs to be acquired, processed and compiled. Misinformation is no information.

Data mining is a method of acquiring, processing and compiling of data and eventually assisting to take knowledgeable decision. In today’s modern
At the same time, data mining and knowledge discovery in databases has attracted a significant amount of research, industry and media attention (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996; Bramer, 1999; Kargupta & Chen, 2001; Miller & Han, 2001; Freitas, 2002; Kloesgen & Zythkow, 2002; Boulicaut, Esposito, Giannotti, & Pedreschi, 2004; Larose, 2004), and as this chapter focuses, ethical, legal, and privacy aspects are also of essentially important characteristic of data mining research (Magkos, Maragoudakis, Chrissikopoulos, & Gritzalis, 2009). This chapter provides a brief overview of this emerging field, clarifying how data mining and knowledge discovery in databases are related to each other, and especially focused on application of data mining algorithms in establishing social development management systems. In this aspect, this chapter intends to illustrate a few real-world applications, but specifically focused to data mining algorithms; challenges involved in those applications of knowledge discovery to assist the society for taking intelligent decision, including contemporary and future research directions in the arena of establishing knowledge centers at the grass roots. The chapter emphasizes on ethical aspects of data mining algorithms when it has been related to data that concerns the people at large.

An algorithm can be seen as a procedure that describes, in an unambiguous manner, a finite sequence of steps to be performed in a specified order. The objective of the algorithm is to implement such a procedure to solve a problem or at least approximate an appropriate solution to the problem. Pseudocodes are required to describe the algorithms, which specify the form of the input to be supplied and the form of the desired output. However, it has to be noted that all numerical procedures may not be able to give satisfactory output for an arbitrarily chosen input. Hence, a stopping technique independent of the numerical technique needs to be incorporated into each algorithm to avoid running infinite loops (Burden & Faires, 2011).
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